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CAMP -NE, N.C .-As a result of a 1983 study program to identify, evaluate, 

control and correct past deficient waste disposal sites and practices 

involving ground water contamination here, the mvironmental Protection Agency 

is likely to place Camp Lejeune on the Eaticnal Priorities List (NPL) in late 

February. 

The N?L establishes priorities for the FJPA's use of Superfund monies to -- 

clean up hazardous waste sites in the Unit& States. 

Canp Lejeune uses and produces large quantities of hazardous materials and 

waste products. Although no hazardous waste is permanently stored tiCi base, 
. . 

past hazardous waste disposal relied on burial. 

This disposal method was aareptable at the time, but was subsequently 

found to potentially cause long-term prcblesis through release of hazardous 

material'into the. soil arid ground water‘- 
- .- 

. :-.Canp Gjeune' realizes that. the high amounts of hazardous material-used 
_- .- ._ 

aboard&ase presents the potential for damage to -the environmen t,and- .- 

vigorously pursues hazardous waste planning and traininc~.~ The-$ase has LMSS 

recognized as a tie1 Installatiotl, and willuse tbe s.amecoatnitment‘to 

excellence to deal with the ground water contamination, and will work with the 

,-WA to clean the sites as rapidly as possible, 

The initia2. steps to~clean up t&e-sites involve the InstalZation. 

Rfkto~ation <TN Prog&A, a th+-phase.nationwide process to~identify past : . : 

hazardous w&tesit+and t&e neicessary Cleans actial; - *- . - _ . 
.. . . - . . I _ - 
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The first phase is a Preliminqry Assessment/Site Inspection' (P&&I), and 

was completed in April 1983 for Camp Lejeune. The study identified 76 

potentially contaminated sites, and concluded that while none ofthe sits 

pose an irranediate threat to human health or the environmen t, 22 sites i 

warranted further investigation. 

The area primarily under study at w Lejeune is the Hadnot Point 

industrial area. In 1985, traces of trichloroethylene, dichloroethylene and 

tetrachloroethylene were found in 8 of 35 wells in this area. The affected 
.* 

wells were irfrrediately closed, and have remained closed since. No single e- 

contamination point has been identified as the sxxrce of contamination for the - 

wells, and no contamination has been detected by periodic tests of drinking 

water aboard base. 

The chemicals found are used primarily as solvents and dqreasers, 

Following the placement of Camp Lejeune on the WL, the Base has six 

months to initiate Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study (RI/FS) action in 

consultation with EPA &appropriate state .authorities, Tima to dolrplete the 

RI/3?S. is n'egotiable' and~ms,t ~include public. participation.- 
- 

Within-18Ldays after co&&ion of & -FU/??SC k& Lejeme &t reach-m ___ 

--.agreemen t with EPA and state authorikifor the corrpletim oEal,l nw 
- 

- 

.rernedial actions at Caxq-Lejeune, Substa.ntialcontinuousphysicalon-site 

rdiai action mst take p&e no later than 15 mmths after carpletibn c2f 

the IU/FS, 
. . 
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Camp Lejeune continuously pursues a vigorous program of hazardous waste 

training, handling and,imanagement that includes annual courses.& instruction. 

for those dealing with hazardous waste. In addition, the base has minimized 

the use of hazardous materials by substituting non -hazardous substances for 
- -- 

vehicle maintenance and parts cleaning. 

The base has established a 24-hour Hotline for questions and co~~ments 

concerning the National Priorities Listing. The n&r is 451-5100. 

30 
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'SITI% HI.SI'ORY 

During the first phase of the Installation Restoration (formerly Naval 
Assessment Control of Installation Pollutants) program, eight potentially- . 
contaminated sites were identified in the H&not Point industrial area, an 
area bounded by Holcomb Boulevard, Sneaks Ferry Road, and the New River., 
Based on the available evidence, five of these sites were recommended for 
further study to confirm the existence of contamination. The Phase II 
effort commenced in April 1984 with the installation of 17 shallow 
monitoring wells in the H&not Point area and samplir%g of groundwater, 
surface water, soils and sediment. A preliminary reprt dated December 
.A984 showed benzene in Potable Well 602 at 380 part per billion, -- - 

Additional sampling by base and N-C. Division of Environmental Health 
personnel confirmed the benzene. and detected T-l,Z-dichloroethene and ; 
trichloroethene ('XE) in Well 602. 'ICE was also detected in Wells 601, 
608, 634, 637, 651, 652, and 653, all of which were immediately shut down 
in January 1985. 

LOW concentrations of volatile organic compounds (V0C) were detected in 
some of the shallow monitoring wells duriq the 1984 sampling. With the 
exception of the benzene from Site 22, however, it did not appear that any 
identified sites could be the source of the VK contamtiation. 
Subsequently, we conducted a site survey to locate ocher .porential sources _ 
and investigated these further during a soil-gas survey- -_- 

P-Y 
The soil-gas survey identified several areas where 'ICE was detected and - 

three hildings where concentrations in the vicinity exceed& 10 part per 
million: Buildings 1202, 1601, and 1709. _ A netmrk of shallow wells (25- 
30' deep) was installed to confirm the soil-gas findings, including one at . 
each contaminated ptable well to determine if the well construction had 

*contributed to the spread of contamtiation, These wells were sampled three 
tin-es for V0Cs. 

Concurrent with &he site survey/soil gas effort, each contaminated potable 
well was sampled, From the data, we can surmise that degrtiati'on of the TCE 
to lesser chlorinated canpXnds is occurring and that, from two years of 
pmping inactivity, significant contamination appears to be limited to Wells 
602 608, and 651, .' .' 

- - 
. From.the'shallow groundwater data, Ge have identified zones.of 

coritaminatzon in the watertsble aquifer at w  of the three buildings 
targeted by the soil-gas.survey, -Although the potable quifer -& described - 
as semi-confined, neither U-S. Geological Survey.nor-our contradtor have 
been able to-locage an impervious layer separating it from the water table 
aquifer in the H&not Point ,area, The dis&ikution of-TCE in tile wat%% - -- 
table aquifer is-not areally extensive because it may be sinking up to 
several hundred feetandbeing picked upby the potable wells; 

To test this hy&hesis, we installed one 7%foot and one SO-foot well 
to form a cluster at'each of the three buildings identifies3 above. TlliS 

+.ork was completed iri summer of 198.7, At the concl&ion of this effort, we 
obtained detailed data.as a.basis f-or the Ikaft Feasibility Report prepared . 
by Naval Fac+lities.Bqinee~ing cdmnand, Atlatic Divjision and 
Environmental Science w-in&r- Inc, _ '. - .: . . . - 

;. . . " . : . . : . - .I- -i _. - 
: 
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'Questions and Answers - -, 
Cokcerning the Installat ion Bestoratio-kx CIR)' Program 

. . 
. . 

- . 

. 

Q- What is the IR Program? 

me IR Program is a DOD-wide environmental @roogcam to identify; - A. assess, 
and control contamination'from past hazardous waste disposal practices an.d 
spills- . 

- 
Q-- What are-the goals of the progrt=? 

.A. Program goals are to protect public health and the. environment by cleaning 
up past hazardous waste disposal sites- Of specific concern is the threat of 
groundwater contamination and migration of pollutants, We comply with 
applicabte laws and regulations while minimizing impacts on DOD'S mission., 

Q- What happened to BACIP? 

A. From 1980 to early 1987; the tiavy 13 ?rogram ~-2s called the ‘JACIP (::a-.~~ .-- 
Assessment and Control of Installation Pollutants) Program- Xs a result cf -- 

p-? Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (S;-Rk), the progra-- adopted - 
USuperfund terminology. Navy terminology has been dropped- 

Q- What is SARA? 

A. SARA is the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986. It. 
amends CERCL.A (Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and 
LLability Act of 1980), which resulted in the original Superfund Program for 
. . . --eanup of uncontrolled and abandoned sites, such as Love Canal. CERCt!i is 
atiinistered by the U. . 

S. Environmental Protectinn Agency (EPA). . 

. 
Q- Does CERCLA/SAR& apply,,to the Yavy? . . 

-. 

A. Y&s'. - - CERCI&'requires each'CePartment of the GJ; S, government to.ccz.pLy -_ . 
f.. -xk~rl th.e Act ,i.n -the same 1;;nner and 5s the sze axtent. both jroceduraily dnd __ 

substantively; as any nongovernmental entity, In -eff%zt, Cbngress has waivtid 
soverhign.'immunity for DOD and-other' federal facilities with respect to this 
law, - . - - -- .- 

. . 
. - 

Q. Uh& does CiRCI.A,-as amended by SA%, requid _ 

A. The Act has many provisions, irtcludiq t'ne fo1Louin.g re-quirements: - - 
'm- 

0 EPA xmst establish'a special Peder+l &$ncy IXauardous Waste CompLKance 
Docket irhich contains information on hazardous uaste sites at federal 
faciiities, I! a&St also establish a prpgcun to pro,vidq this =- 
informritfon to the pudlic, . - .- . 

: . . .f . . . -_ . - : 

i 
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EPA must assure that a preliminary assessmen t is eonducf;ed for each - ' 
facility on the docket and, where appropriate, evaluate.such facilitiek - 
for inclusion on the Pational Priori&s List <eL), TheMPL is - _ 
intended to call public attention to the worst sites in the nation, 
tlAVFACEMGCOH is ensuring that a preliminary assessment or its 
equivaLent is done for each tltvy facility on the docket- . 

Federal agencies must investigate ?TPL sites to deterznine feasible 
remedial measures in consultation with EPA and appropriate state 
authorities. The agencies must agree with EPA-on plans and schedules 
for necessary cleanups. - 

For facilities not listed on the ?TPL, federal agencies must follow 
state Laws concerning removal and remedial actions, 

Federal agencies must consider the following factors in selecting 
remedial actions: the requirements of all applicable state/ federal 
laws and regulations; a preference fat treatment which reduces the 
volume, toxicity, and mobility of the hazardous contaminants; a 
preference against off-site trtnsaort and disposal; long-ten 
uncertainties associated wit5 lzrd CFsposaL; and potential thretts to 
human health and the environment. 

Q- Who is responsible for CERCL.A ccz?litnce? ,.I-- 

A. Under Executive Order 12088 (FeCeta L Compliance with Pollution Control 
Standards) the head of each Executive agency is responsible for environmental 
camp liance. DOD has delegated this responsiblity to each service, As a 
command function, environmental.- comp,liance is the responsibility of the 
Commanding Officer at the installation level, 

Q- Who manages tke IE Progrtz? 

A. The Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Environment) 
manages the' IR Prograra for DOD. The Chief of tiaval Operations and the 

. Cowandant'of the Harice' Corps have-e' rrectzd NAVTACZYGCOK to Anage the L;avy 
- IR p&gram filtids akd projects. 5n.d ,ta pfcvi-2s technical support fo activities, . 

: . ; . . . - - 
. -.. -_ -. 

Q: 
. - --- - 

- How is-the >B ?r?g&.m funded? - - 
-- - 

A. Since 1984,. 
.-- - 

a central DoD transfer account tailed the Defense 
'Enviropmektal RestoratLon Account <DESlh) 'Lias pmqtided funcs f&r -eligible f -- 
program aetfvities, In FY87.-we eqect to. spend appro xiE%taly f4SK in studLes . 
and .cleanups. This money 5s managed by tZAUFACEMCCOH, __ 

L 

Q- What types of program actLvities are eligible for DERA funding? - 
- 

A* Congress Intended that DERA: be focused oti cl eaxaup of past'DoD hazardous ' 
'waste dfspssal H%tes, The f0ii0ting ‘types‘ of activities are getierally _ : : m- 
elL&%hEe for DERA funding within DOD .&d:Pavy guidelines Land pciorities: - - _ 

I . : 
1.. _ . 

- : - -- . -_ . * _ - -m 
- _ _ : : 
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Immediate actions necessary to protect public health!and safety Ben 
the hazard results from a release of hazardous substances from DOD _ 
property, . 

: - 

Investigations to identify, confirm, and quantify contamination, 

- Feasibility studies of remedial action (cleanup) alternatives, 

Xemedial action plans and designs. 

Remedial (planned) ot removal (quick. response) actipns. 

Long-term monitoring systems (capital casts and first t-40 years of 
operating expenses). 

Besearch, development, and deaonstrat‘ :ons necessary to prove cleanup 
technologies which offer permanent solutions- 

Q- What are the public participation requirements cf CSRCG? 

A. CERCLA contains nunetous provisicns for public involvement in the IR 
Program, incLuding the following rr.ajor requirements: 

0 The instalLation must maintain an adnlnistratlve record of documents on 
which we base the selection of a response actLon 2nC mal<e it availaSLe . 
to the public at or near the faciLity at issue, 

0 Before a Commanding Officer approves any plan for remedial action, he 

. must publish a notice and brief analysis of the proposed plan, make the 
plan available to the public, provide an opportunity foe submission of 
written and oral comments, and provide an opportunity for a public 
meeting at or near the facility. 

0 The final plan must also made available to the public, and it must 
contain a response to each of the signlflcent co.,;nents, criticisms, and 
new data submitted by the public. 

- 
. 0 Appropriate state and Local authorLtles. and.a 

.-. _ c&munit&~nvoLved, 

repr2santati.v.5 of the. 

&st be txeders cE L tech- ,i.irsi re*Jieu coqittiee. to 
review'and oomnent .6n proposed actions with respect to releases of 

hazardous sibstances at Navy irust_allations, - - 
-- -- 

. ' 

.- 
In i9_86, CHIKFO~and'CYO both published Public Affairs Guidance oti Hakardous 
Waste Site Cleanup; se guidance tails for a proactive-public info-&a tioIl 
program for all H2vy hazardous waste Sites and a foal conrrzlln%ky relations 
plan for each installation that has a site listed on the Rational Priorities 
List. r, 

r"" 

. - 

. - 

. 
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Q-. who has.the fLna1 say if EPA.aqdfor a state does not agree with a cleanup 
remedy selected by the Navy? - _ 

A* For sites listed on.the Rational Priorities List <NFL), CERCLA provides 
for seLection of a remedial action by the Ravy in consultation with the EPA 

. or, if the'y are unable to'reach agreement, selection by EPA- 
under the Rational Contingency Plan, 

AS 8 l&ad agency 
the Navy has final decision authority'for 

non-blPL sites on +!avy installations. The Ravy prepares an administrative 
record upon which it bases the -selection of a temediaL action, CERCLA 
requires a court to uphold a decision in selecting a r‘enedial action unless an 

.-- objecting party can demonstrate, on the basis of the atinistrative‘record, 
thAt the deck ion was "arbitrary and capricious* or otherxise not in 
accordance with law. 

Q. Where can I find additional information on CERCLJJSARA and the DOD 
Installation Restoration Program? 

A. Additional information is or will be available fr3z1 the following sotitces: 

0 The text of CERCLA, as amended by S:Z?-4 (Public Lav 99-499, 
October 17, 1986). 

0 Executive Order 12580, Superfund Implementation, k-hich delegates CERCU - 
responsibilities to various federal agencies, including E?A and DOD. 

0 The Rational Contingency Plan <W?L), found in the Code of Federal 
Regulations at Title 40, Part 300, iszplements CERCLA. EPA is currently . 
revising the IKP to reflect the provisions of SARA. The rev.ised UCP 
will contain a new section on federal facilities, 

0 The Federal Facilities CERCLA Corqliance Manual, a 6-volume document 
which EPA is currently developing. 

0 ,A Navy IR Policy Manual which EAVTACEXGCOY is developing for OFUXV. 

0 A series of HPL/Sup%rfund/IR' bri ,efings &-hich~GX~ACE?IGCOH is gZ.ving at 
convenient Navy. locations around the country, - ' . - . 

* _- . -- - -_ _ --- -i -. - 
-. _ - 

- . -_ -- - . c 
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The overall coordinator for Canp Lejeune's p -ton the National 

Priorities List will be Cal. Thomas J. Dalzell, Assistant Chief of.Staff, 
Facilities, Marine Corps Base, He recently answered sa& questions concerning 
NPL and the effects it might have on Canp Lejeune residents and workers, 

Q- What is the National Priorities ,List? 

a. Congress passed the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act back in the 

late 197Os, and that Resource Conservation and Recovery tit is our nati.on's 
- 

hazardous waste management program, As part of that program, Congress 

requested that all the various activities within DoD and the federal 

government take a look at past hazardous waste dmp sites and practices amd 

initiate a plan to clean up these hazzdous waste sites - especially where 

they ix-p&t on ground water contartination- 

Q* Are there any hazardous waste sites aboard w Lejeuze? 
- _ 

/a", A* Yes there are. As a result of the Pesource Conservatim ard Recovery Act 

the Ravy developed what was called the ?Z?CIP program, and it was a progia> to 

go out and look at all Navy and Marine Corps installations and find out where 

past hazardous waste dump sites or any types of duqs were located. A study 

was done back in 1983 at Camp Lejeune, and fro+ research of records, talking 

to people, and going out to look through the area, 77 old durq sites were 

identified here at&-q Lejeune. Of those 77 sites, 22 of them that were 
.* 

_ -marked for further study, we have a n&r of sites right now, mainly in the 

'. Hadnot Point area'vhere we have'sane test wells to rnzxxitor the amount of 
_ 

- - .-._ 

contaminationand whe_ttrer or not it's migrating through the ground. -- -. 
.Q- Is my healthor the health of my family is any-danger? . - 

A. No it's not. All the wells which we get our &w water out of are 

continually.tested & the wells that were identified as being contaminated 

,-'have been closed off. All thexother wells with water coqing out ConCain no 
. 

health problems at all to any individual who*.is living or working aboard.Canp 

Lejeuneor qnyone inthei+3lco&mity, 
_- - .  

_ 
.  .  .  - 
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Q- What about prior to 19833 
. ,- 

A. At that time we were not aware of my of these particular coqounds that 

might have been in the ground water,& we have no information that anyone's 

health was in any danger at that.time, 

Q. Could the contamination escape Caq Lejeune into Jacksonville? 

A. Right now all the information we have is the contamination within the 
- 

strata underground is contained, and we have no evidence of'it migrating out 

into the local comnunity. It's contained within Carrp Lejfzune, 

Q. How do you test the drinking water? 

A. Cur drinking water is tested in -ordance with the Safe Water Drinking 

Act, We do a bacteriological test on all of our water once a week, we do a 

heavy metal test once every three years, we do a volatile organic coqound -. 
- - 

test once every three months, trihalomethane test once every tiree months a-d 
-- ._ 

a radiological test every four years. Ml these tests are in accordance with 

federal and state regulations and mfxt those requirements, . - 

b. What are the chemicals found used for? 

A. Most of the chemicals found mainly come from solvents, degreasers and 

other tykes of materials that we use in the maintenance and repdir of vehicles 

aboard the base. .-- . 

0.. What-are the long term effects of exposure to the& contaminants? 
. - . . . 

A; -Heakyl&gtermexposur&to these chemicalscould cause some health 
-_ -. --._ 

- hazard;, depending on'the amount of chemicals iii&St& a 
- 

. 
. ._ - 

. . 

.  -  .  
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Q- What precautions sh&ld we take? 

A, - The only precaution anybody here at Camp Lejeune needs to take is to 

. 

ensure they only drink water that is coming thrwh our zq?roved water 

sources. Don't drink water out of streams; da'tdrink water raw water'frm a 

well site-that somebody may have drilled -around the area. These are the only 

precautions that individuals need to be aware of. At any time if an individual - 

feels there's a different taste or a different odor or whatever .in their . _ 

drinking water, they need to contact us right away through the Joint Public 

Affairs Office at 451-5100 to let us know so that we can get an investigation 

going right away. 

Q. How will we prevent this from happening again? 

A. We have a number of procedures that are currently in effect that were -- . . 
,- mandated by the Environmental Protection Aqzncy. AU hazardous materials are 

accounted for aboard base. Hazardous waste is stringently controlled by 

federal and state EPA regulations, ard all of it is taken off thebase through 

the Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office and sold to private firms who 

handle and process the material. We are no longer duping hazardous rraterials 

in sites like was done in the past- It's all handled in a very strict program 

that's monitored and in-ted by federal,.and state B?A officials: 

Q; H& long will' it take to clean up the.weUs? _ 
-A. That'3 a good,question, butwereallydon'tknow~longitwilltaketo - --- - -. - 

get the& cle%ned up. As part of oux remedial actim we have to negotiate with - 

- thefederaland thestateEPAofficials re&ative to the typesofc~~?tamin.atioc? 

that we have + the processes th+ we'll utilize so clean it up, and then the 

-,questi& comes up "How clean ,is cl-?' &3 those are the things we have to 

wo?k out-some of theseprocesses odytakea fewyeafs,otbersmaytakea . . - _ 
lifet+ne'to clean.' . : 

' . I . 
- 

. _ . : - . . . .- _ - 
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Q. What was the source of contamination? 
' - 

A. Most Of the Scurces of contamination were the motor pools that existed 

down in the Hadnot Point area. At that time oils;greases, solvents,gasoline 

and cleaning fluids and ot+x.types of chemical compounds that were u&d in 

our eveicyday processes were just being-dumped in the ground or dmped in 

sewers or thing like that; and we really were-not aware back' in the 60's and 

70's of the effects on grcnmd water contamination, Now we aremore and more 

aware of of these things and have taken appropriate precautims tq ensure the 

ground water contamination is not prcgressing any further. 

Q- Is it likely that other sites on Camp Lejeune will be identified as'.KPL 

candidates? 

a. The NPL listing applies to Cazp Lejeune, .azd it's possible that other yO 

sites may show that we'll have to do some additimal cleaning up. tie w go 

on the NPL listing, it involves all of C3q Lejeune and not a specific site cn 

that. 

Q- If there is no danger ncm, and the prcbls isn't serious, why is Caq 

Lejeune put on the list? 

a. That's a gocd question, and as I mentioned the WL listing is.a priority - 
listing the federal governinmtccmes up with to cleat up those sites they 

- 
consider to be the worst sites'tkughout the naticn: Congress. h&s authori@ 

what we call-a "Super-EbndT..act-&&-those f-unds a~$ f dr the clean irp of -. - --- - -- 
hdzardous &steSsites. -Without - method of prioritizing the hazardous - . 
waste sites the federal governmen twculdhavenoideaoftbesites&ey&uld- 

go and clean up first, Soonsbepoin~of view,gettingputon tbeNPLlist 

bringsthebasetotheforefrmt relative to@lic attentim,buton the 
- 

other hand, it becomes a belp to us because we are eligible.for the wr Fund A 
.e. - . . 

'money tp en*le'us to get th& clean up prpcess started at A more timely . : _ -.. - _ - 
inanner. , ** ._ - . -* 

. 
. . . . . 

_ - 
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_. 
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Q- If I*m concerned about this problgn,. who should I contact for more 

information?. . 

a- If you have any concern whatsoever, or any additional information tbatyou 

want concerning the extent of contamination or what we're planning o& doing 

you should call the Joint Public Affairs Cffice, at 451-5100. Call theol any 

time during the day or night and we'llet an answer back to you personally on - 

that. 

n _. When will the clean up b&gin? 

a. The cleanup will probably not start for a while. We‘re currently in '3~ 

second phase in the process of going through and looking at some remedi& 
: 

action that we can take. TWn there's a certain time frame that we have to 

negotiate with the state of North Carolina relative to what procedures we are _-_ 

going to use and of course the time to get these cleanqs will be dependent 

upon what the pr=edures we use and the availability of funding. I would 

anticipate sometime within the next two to three years some type of a process 

will be developed in which we'll start the clean up action- Right now we've 

just stopped using those wells we have put down monitor wells to 

migration of any of the contaminates to ensure we are keeping it 

until such time as whenwe can get a.clean-up process initiated- - 

: 0. ,Wiil-C!a& Qjeune be ti charge of clean-up or Will stat6 and .._. -- 
officials,contract it.Out? _ 

.- 

--- 
- 

monitor 

COIltaiIld 

federal EPA .- - I 
-. 

a. Camp Lejeune will&z respn~ible for *at. We will work-through our 

engineersdown at theNavalFacilities Ehgineerirq CmmmnddowninNorfolk,' 

Virginia, and-itwill be in conjunction with the'federal a& state Epa. We 

,/ap,havetowork hmd-in-hand,Some of the funding willcane thrcx?gh tbeNmy, - . . 
. some will come through tb& Super Fbnd that's authorized by CmgressY, 

.- 
. . . - . I._ ._ 

. - . - -. 
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